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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The main markets column are meant to roughly
show which region the vehicle is targeted to, and where roughly the car is currently being on
sale. It might not accurately show the countries where the vehicle is being on sale. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article. This article needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. Nissan Motor Company. Alfa Romeo Nissan
Autoveicoli S. HR UD. Categories : Nissan vehicles Lists of cars. Hidden categories: Articles
with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles needing additional
references from October All articles needing additional references. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Full-electric compact car C-segment. Previous generation,
continued production in various markets. Was available in Europe before it was replaced by the
Micra K Not available in the United States while sold in Canada and Mexico. Subcompact car
B-segment oriented for the Japanese market. Was available worldwide, including in North
America where it was sold as the Versa Note. E-Power powertrain available in several markets.
Compact car C-segment. Was available in Europe and other regions as the Pulsar before it was
phased out in Subcompact car B-segment. Previous generation, continued production in Latin
America as the V-Drive. Previously sold in Japan as the Latio. Sylphy and Sentra models were
merged as one model in Two generations B17 and B18 respectively pictured. Rebadged Infiniti
Q50 compact executive car for the Japanese market. Last generation of the Teana, also known
as Altima L33 in the Americas, continued production in China alongside the succeeding Altima.
Previously available in other parts of Asia. Full-electric two-row compact crossover SUV
C-segment. Concept model pictured. Subcompact crossover SUV B-segment. Phased out in
most markets, new generation introduced for Europe and Australia. Phased out in most
markets, continued production in Taiwan. Two-row compact crossover SUV C-segment.
Three-row available in several markets. Rogue and X-Trail models were merged as one model in
Two generations T32 and T33 respectively pictured. Hybrid available in several markets.
Rebadged and restyled first generation Dacia Duster. Phased out in most markets, continued
production in Russia. Semi-tall height wagon kei car with hinged rear doors. Tall-height wagon
kei car with rear sliding doors. Budget subcompact car B-segment , rebadged and restyled Lada
Kalina. Budget subcompact car B-segment , rebadged and restyled Lada Granta. Kei truck ,
rebadged Suzuki Carry. Kei van, rebadged Suzuki Every. NV AD. Small van or leisure activity
vehicle. Rebadged Renault Kangoo. Straight-3 HR UD. The Nissan Frontier has earned the
reputation of a no-frills hard-working compact pickup truck. The Nissan Frontier Pro-4X is an
affordable option for those seeking more adventure at the end of the pavement. While the
Nissan Frontier offers little in the way of technology inside the cab with its smaller than average
5. The new-for 3. Perhaps the best reason to buy a Nissan Frontier is the nearly flawless
predicted reliability rating of the newer models. For a period in the mids, reliable was hardly a
word used to describe the Nissan Frontier. Car Complaints lists its earliest reported complaint

about Nissan Frontier for the model year. There are only three complaints registered for that
year, two are electrical issues centered around the instrument cluster and the other is for a
sudden, unintended acceleration of the engine. All three of these issues occurred after , miles
which is understandable since reporting problems to an online entity was not a common option
in Overall, early Nissan Frontiers have fared well on Car Complaints, averaging 7. Newer models
ranging from through no data for yet have experienced a slight increase in reported problems. It
is likely that more of these vehicles are still on the road during a time when online reporting of
problems is more popular. With complaints reported for the year period results in an average of
The worst year for this period is with 44 complaints, nearly 25 percent of all the complaints
during the period and 15 more than any other year. Chipping paint and corrosion account for 14
of those, and engine issues account for 10 more. The No. If you are in the market for a used
Nissan Frontier it would be best to avoid any models from through Car Complaints has
registered problems over these four model years for an average of However, there was only one
report for that. First off I don't write reviews, but i thought I would make an exception. I bought
my ad crew cab used in with about 30k on the clock. I have it a 3 inch lift and a few other mods,
fast forward to and I still have the truck, k now and it still gets compliments and it still runs
great. I would not hesitate to drive it anywhere, in fact I still use it to go on road trips across
multiple states some times towing a travel trailer, it has held up well. I thought I would write this
review because I've seen people say "I'll never buy a Nissan again" "my toyota never had
problems" and that may be true, however I also have a hardbody that I bought used in 97 and it
now is approaching the k Mark and other than 2 clutches and a timing chain, it's still running
great, and i also have two very good friends who both have toyotas, both with 22re and both
didn't make it very far past k before a rebuild was in order, now I'm not digging toyota, I believe
they make good vehicles, and quite honestly ,that's what I originally wanted to buy, but I am far
happier with my nissans. They have been super reliable, you will usually see the reviews of
people who think they have been wronged somehow, and things do happen, but I have owned 4
kids and and they are very reliable. Love my frontier, it's been my daily driver for 12 years,and
just now the leather seat is starting to wear out, supercharger is still original. It does not leak or
burn anything, the gas mileage would be my only complaint. I average 15mpg but I also have
larger tires Bought this Frontier XE brand new in fall It has never been our primary vehicle, but
has been driven almost daily since we've had it, and has made its fair share of several-hour
trips. I cannot adequately describe how reliable and drama-free this truck has been. Our plan is
to keep it forever! I bought my truck in This truck got 94, on original tires. I just took off the seat
covers and the seats are like brand new. I'm giving the truck to my son and I believe he will
continue to enjoy it. I just got the front wheel alignment done for the first time last week. Mostly
freeway miles but I have taken it in the mountains and to the ocean. I got 24 miles to the gallon
but I had to cruise at 63 miles an hour to do it. If you put 89 octane in it you will get the 27 miles
a gallon they claim. And you get to go 65 miles an hour. I will miss this vehicle. My grandfather
bought this truck in on , while he was on his only break back in town from helping clean up the
wreckage. This truck had , miles on it the day that it was totaled, and it held up very well every
mile. Even after a 60 MPH crash it was running very poorly I mind you, but running none the
less and I was able to drive it off of the road out of danger of further collisions. The wreck was
not due to blind spots or and defect with the truck, it was do to the 72 year old woman who had
no legal rights to be driving, pulling out in front of me while I was going highway speeds. The
truck was always a great, dependable vehicle and I never had any issues with it. The visibility of
this tuck, had helped me avoid many accidents. The dynamics of the vehicle allowed me to
maneuver it to keep the accident from killing anyone, and I was successful ensring that there
were no serious injuries, and the biggest injury being a black eye. The truck always got great
gas mileage compared to other vehicles of similar years. I will miss this truck. It was a very
reliable truck, and it had good dead start acceleration for if I needed it. I will be looking for
another one if I can find one, and will be buying it because I trust and love this truck. I strongly
recommend one. This base model XE 4 cylinder 5 speed is as good and reliable as the prior
trucks. I bought it in June and it had only 85K on it. It now has K, and is barely broken in. I've
only performed basics maintenance and a tune up and a newer battery. I've driven this truck on
one long trip to MO to bring back a bass boat from my Dad's place. It towed pretty well, even in
the Western VA mountains. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
Frontier. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars
4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. The best truck I will ever own. Items per page:. Write a review See
all Frontiers for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Frontier. Sign Up. With a variety of body
styles, engines and trims, the Frontier should cover just about every compact truck buyer's
needs. When Nissan redesigned its compact pickup in , the company gave it a completely new
look and, for the first time ever, a name: the Frontier. Unfortunately, that name was affixed to a

dull, dorky truck that hardly inspired the rugged individuality of the "hardbody" model it
replaced. Enter the Frontier. Sporting a reskinned body and a supercharged engine, this
Frontier looks to tear the heads off its compact competitors and eat them for lunch. The new
larger front bumper, revised grille and reconfigured headlights combine to produce a
machine-like look that does away with the previous model's sedate fascia. The industrial theme
continues with the Frontier's oversized fender flares, now standard even on 4x2 models,
featuring visible divot holes and exposed attachment bolts. Even the tailgate received some
work with a new cover plate, a more user-friendly latch handle and a standard key lock, the first
ever for a compact truck. Not content to let the designers get all the glory, Nissan engineers
went to work in the engine bay and bolted on a Roots-type supercharger that pumps up the 3.
Now packaged as the SC V6, the supercharger can be ordered on both King Cab and Crew Cab
platforms, in either two- or four-wheel-drive configurations, including the Desert Runner
off-road package. With the added weight of larger wheels and tires, higher rate front springs are
included along with revised shock valving, both front and rear. If added power and bigger meats
aren't enough, SC buyers can opt for the supercharger value package that includes leather
seating with red-on-charcoal stitching, a six-disc in-dash CD changer with satellite steering
wheel controls, security system, cruise control, tilt wheel and flip-up glass sunroof. Although
the cab itself is essentially unchanged from last year, subtle refinements to the interior were
made to complement the radical exterior. New seat fabrics were patterned to look like woven
metal to reinforce the industrial theme further, along with new fabric colors to complement the
newly available exterior colors. If bulging fenders and blown engines aren't what you're looking
for, a wide range of Frontiers are available in a multitude of configurations: Regular Cab and
Extended King Cab in basic XE or uplevel SE trim are powered by either a horsepower, 2. A
five-speed manual and four-speed automatic are the transmission choices, and all Frontiers
except Desert Runner can be selected with two- or four-wheel drive. Four-wheel-drive systems
are of the shift-on-the-fly variety on V6 Frontiers, allowing the driver to select it at speeds up to
50 mph. Nissan scored big in with the first ever compact crew cab. This year it's faced with stiff
competition from a number of competitors who either will debut or have debuted their own
four-door compact trucks. We like the added convenience of the Nissan Crew Cab's four-door
access, but overall room inside, especially for rear-seat passengers, is severely limited. Nissan
will also continue to offer the Desert Runner, a two-wheel-drive V6 King Cab pickup truck built
on the four-wheel-drive Frontier chassis. Now available in SC trim, and weighing in lbs lighter
than its four-wheel drive counterpart, the Desert Runner boasts the best power-to-weight ratio
of any Frontier configuration. The supercharged engine puts the Frontier in a class by itself
when it comes to compact truck power. Even if supercharging isn't on your list, Nissan offers 11
other Frontier models, making it easy to find just what you're looking for in a compact truck.
Ever since the first Commercial Roadster rolled off the Ford Dearborn assembly plant in ,
pickup trucks have taken on a utilitarian -- almost cookie-cutter -- look that fits right in at the
construction site. Sure, they may have subtle styling cues that differentiate the makes and
models, but the general mold is the same. When Nissan set out to perform a facelift to the
Frontier, the designers not only broke the mold, they obliterated it with a radical styling
departure from the norm that literally has "move over" written all over it. The Frontier's
provocative new exterior offers a tough, industrial look with a forward-thrusting front grille,
oversized headlamps and large fender flares with rivet-type caps. Maxima-ized fog lamps grace
the front fascia and a new tailgate has been added with an integral lock. The overall appearance
is like the upcoming Hummer H2, but with a more civilized look. The new guise commands
attention wherever you drive, and it didn't matter if we were in the Regular Cab, King Cab or
Crew Cab: kids stared, senior citizens gawked, and chicks dug it. Market gurus see the new
Frontier more as an avenue for extroverts who want to lead an active lifestyle while creating an
image for themselves than that of a rough and tumble truck. With the exception of the
four-cylinder models which are only rear-wheel drive , all are available in 4X2 and 4X4 models.
The suspension, while being a vast improvement over the same platform-Xterra on road, is
rather harsh when the pavement of suburbia ends and the wilderness begins. On road, the
freshened Frontier exhibited virtually no pitch or wallow unlike its predecessor and handled the
twisties with aplomb. The steering is still numb, slow and non-communicative. We also
experienced almost 2 inches of steering wheel play before the rack responded -- a bit too much
for an "on-road-specific" vehicle. Nissan admits that the Frontier is a street machine first, with
some "light" off-road capability. Just take a look in the Frontier's wheel wells: there's hardly
enough travel on 4X4 models to really go off in the brush. However, Nissan engineers promise a
"real" off-road version of the Frontier is in the pipeline that will hit dealer showrooms in The
Frontier's interior features a new instrument cluster with reversible gauges, cruise control on
the steering wheel and enlarged HVAC switches, that latter of which feel flimsy and look cheap,

a la Toyota Celica. The leather seating surfaces in our SE tester were optional and provided
excellent lumbar and thigh support, but we found the lateral support to be lacking -- especially
when we took the Frontier off the highway. The soft-touch dash is a welcome enhancement over
many a competitor's hard plastic variant and all of the essential controls fell easily at hand. The
base XE Frontier comes equipped with a horsepower, 2. Have a boat to tow or looking for
additional power? Step up to the tried and true 3. With foot-pounds of torque, the V6 has a good
amount of low-end pull, but like an Xterra with the same powerplant, it runs out of steam in the
upper rpm range. Thank goodness the engineers at Nissan realize that many people want to be
able to pass another car on the highway without revving the engine into the stratosphere. To
that end, a third engine will be added to the Frontier lineup this November, and it's a powerplant
that we believe should be introduced right now. A first-ever for a compact truck, Nissan will add
the "SC" series that will likely blow the doors off the competition. Yep, the SC stands for
supercharged. Making horsepower and foot-pounds of torque, and backed by a heavy-duty
five-speed manual or optional four-speed automatic, you can really feel the additional 45
foot-pounds of torque generated by the Eaton huffer set to produce a conservative 6 pounds of
boost on the 3. Besides the immediate throttle response and increased torque across the
engine's rpm band, the blower motor is fully Warranted and affects fuel economy by only 10
percent. Our SC Crew Cab tester exhibited linear emergency braking and minimal pedal pulse.
The brakes were easy to modulate and exhibited virtually no fade after repeated stops. However,
with the SC model, we'd like to see four-wheel discs fitted for additional stopping power given
the blower option. Pricing for the Frontier was not available at the time of this writing, but it's
safe to say that a small premium will be tacked on for the new look. For the meek or timid, this
may not be the truck for you. On the other hand, testosterone junkies looking for the ultimate
bad-to-the-bone ride and boulevard cruiser, the Frontier should be at the top of your list. As for
our take, we can't wait until November rolls around for one of the SC models. The Frontier is
one truck that doesn't roll down the boulevard, it struts. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Nissan Frontier. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Nissan lease specials Check out Nissan Frontier
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Still no V6 for regular cab model, cramped crew cab cabin. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Fresh new styling with a decidedly industrial theme injects some much needed
personality into the Frontier for A supercharged V6, making horsepower and pound-feet of
torque lb-ft with a manual tranny , is available on special Desert Runner, King Cab and Crew
Cab models, which get black-chrome headlight surrounds. Supercharged Frontiers come
standard with inch wheels and a limited-slip differential and can be equipped with leather
upholstery, bundled in a package that includes a premium audio system with in-dash CD
changer and steering wheel controls, plus a security system. Interiors get new fabrics, gauges
and dash trimmings, as well as a new steering wheel. Tailgate locks are standard across the
board, and a number of new colors, with names straight out of a J. Crew catalog, are available,
like Khaki, Salsa and Denim. Read more. Write a review See all 91 reviews. Been an outstanding
truck. First off I don't write reviews, but i thought I would make an exception. I bought my ad
crew cab used in with about 30k on the clock. I have it a 3 inch lift and a few other mods, fast
forward to and I still have the truck, k now and it still gets compliments and it still runs great. I
would not hesitate to drive it anywhere, in fact I still use it to go on road trips across multiple
states some times towing a travel trailer, it has held up well. I thought I would write this review
because I've seen people say "I'll never buy a Nissan again" "my toyota never had problems"
and that may be true, however I also have a hardbody that I bought used in 97 and it now is
approaching the k Mark and other than 2 clutches and a timing chain, it's still running great, and
i also have two very good friends who both have toyotas, both with 22re and both didn't make it
very far past k before a rebuild was in order, now I'm not digging toyota, I believe they make
good vehicles, and quite honestly ,that's what I originally wanted to buy, but I am far happier
with my nissans. They have been super reliable, you will usually see the reviews of people who

think they have been wronged somehow, and things do happen, but I have owned 4 kids and
and they are very reliable. Love my frontier, it's been my daily driver for 12 years,and just now
the leather seat is starting to wear out, supercharger is still original. It does not leak or burn
anything, the gas mileage would be my only complaint. I average 15mpg but I also have larger
tires Read less. Most reliable vehicle we have ever owned. Bought this Frontier XE brand new in
fall It has never been our primary vehicle, but has been driven almost daily since we've had it,
and has made its fair share of several-hour trips. I cannot adequately describe how reliable and
drama-free this truck has been. Our plan is to keep it forever! Daily commuters delight. I bought
my truck in This truck got 94, on original tires. I just took off the seat covers and the seats are
like brand new. I'm giving the truck to my son and I believe he will continue to enjoy it. I just got
the front wheel alignment done for the first time last week. Mostly freeway miles but I have taken
it in the mountains and to the ocean. I got 24 miles to the gallon but I had to cruise at 63 miles
an hour to do it. If you put 89 octane in it you will get the 27 miles a gallon they claim. And you
get to go 65 miles an hour. I will miss this vehicle. The best truck I will ever own. My grandfather
bought this truck in on , while he was on his only break back in town from helping clean up the
wreckage. This truck had , miles on it the day that it was totaled, and it held up very well every
mile. Even after a 60 MPH crash it was running very poorly I mind you, but running none the
less and I was able to drive it off of the road out of danger of further collisions. The wreck was
not due to blind spots or and defect with the truck, it was do to the 72 year old woman who had
no legal rights to be driving, pulling out in front of me while I was going highway speeds. The
truck was always a great, dependable vehicle and I never had any issues with it. The visibility of
this tuck, had helped me avoid many accidents. The dynamics of the vehicle allowed me to
maneuver it to keep the accident from killing anyone, and I was successful ensring that there
were no serious injuries, and the biggest injury being a black eye. The truck always got great
gas mileage compared to other vehicles of similar years. I will miss this truck. It was a very
reliable truck, and it had good dead start acceleration for if I needed it. I will be looking for
another one if I can find one, and will be buying it because I trust and love this truck. I strongly
recommend one. See all 91 reviews of the Used Nissan Frontier. Write a review. IIHS Rating.
Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating
out of 20 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Frontier. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Worst experience we have ever had with attempting
to buy a vehicle. Wrong physical address on website, did not give any information about vehicle
when I called, just complained about her being the only person working and not having time to
help me. Would not give this dealer my business no matter what vehicle they had on the lot!
Very easy and painless experience. Demarcus was friendly and a pleasure to work with. All
parties were prompt to respond to emails and answer any questions. Contacted this dealer
twice for same truck. First time response was quick and good, happy to help, but once I said I
wasnt able to make it up that night no response after. Second time quick response, left a
voicemail, I called back and asked a couple questions the sales person I was talking to said that
he needed to ask for the information I requested and that he would call back right away. Nothing
returned in over a week. Very responsive, and understanding, offered much help to my specific
situation. Hope to work with them in the future! The dealer was attentive and explained
everything. A very small dealership I know size doesn't really matter too much , but several cars
weren't in good looking condition. Also the car was in poor condition including the engine. This
dealer is small, but so nice. You created a relationship with them since it is a small place. The
car was perfect and just what they advertised. My daughter loves the car and it runs beautifully.
Hopefully we won't need another car again, but if we do, I will be reaching out to them. Best car
buying experience I ever had, no games played, staff made me feel like family, I would definitely
do business with them again. Very easy transaction! There was no fooling around. Would
definitely buy with them again! Purchasing a vehicle from SCAS was easier than ordering a
pizza. Those guys are truly a class act. No one would believe how good we felt after our
interactions and conversations. They were upfront, honest and just plain ole cared about us.
Hope to buy this VW Bettle in the next few weeks! Dillion and others were friendly and helpful..
Thank you all.. Very helpful, took extra pictures, tried to get me all the information to save me a
trip in case it wasn't the right vehicle. The vehicle was not what they represented online it was
in bad shape for the price they were asking. The salesman was rude and litetally scoffed at us
because I opted out of the test drive. After that I just wanted to leave. Would strongly
discourage shopping here. The Nissan Frontier saw changes on the outside, inside, and under
the hood. The exterior styling was revised to look more aggressive, and leather upholstery was
available for the first time. Most notably, a supercharged horsepower V6 engine was made
available, marking the first time a factory-installed supercharged engine was offered in a
compact truck. The trims came in a variety of body styles, including an extended cab KingCab ,

the Crew Cab, a short bed, 4WD, and a regular cab. Most Frontiers, except the Crew Cab and
Supercharged, came standard with a 2. The Crew Cab came standard with the 3. The
Supercharged model came with a 3. Overall, drivers praise the truck for its reliability, good
looks, and reasonable price tag. Some drivers complain about a lack of leg room and that the
seats are uncomfortable, and many find the bed, especially in the Crew Cab, to be too small.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan Frontier listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image
Not Available. Request Information. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

